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Overshoot?

Environmental overshoot occurs when human demands exceed the biosphere’s regenerative capacities (1). Earth Overshoot Day (EOD) marks the day that humanity’s footprint exhausts the Earth’s annual regenerative capacity. The EOD of 2013, on August 20th, was memorable for the first author as it fell on his mother’s 89th birthday. Each EOD, falling earlier every year, confronts us with urgent environmental problems, some of which poorly defined. One such example is chemical pollution, which threatens the Earth’s capacities. Rockström et al. (2) listed chemical pollution as an important but yet undefined boundary in their selection of planetary boundaries delineating the ’safe operating space for humanity’. Can we use the well-known concept of ‘ecological footprints’ to express a chemical pollution boundary aimed at preventing the overshoot of the Earth’s capacity to assimilate environmental pollution? Current literature blossoms with ideas on this, and shows the benefits of trans-disciplinary collaborations. Borrowing our subtitle from Don Mackay's seminal paper that introduced fugacity-based modeling for quantifying the environmental distribution of chemicals (3), we now see the development of chemical footprinting that is feasible, relevant, and necessary for expressing the overshoot of the Earth’s capacity. With widespread ‘chemical overshoot’ leading to adverse effects of pollution, we argue for implementing a solution-focused assessment paradigm:

Chemical footprinting helps identify scenarios that allow us to avoid ‘chemical overshoot’ beyond the Earth’s safe operating space.

Chemical footprints

The signs of chemical overshoot have been obvious for decades. Published in 1962, Rachel Carson’s Silent Spring described with deadly accuracy the transgressions of chemical thresholds.
Carson showed that pesticide emissions were insufficiently diluted to be safe. Three decades later, the ecological footprint concept was introduced (4), arguing that cities appropriate goods and services from a land footprint far exceeding that of their municipal boundaries. The ecological footprint allowed for conceptualizing, and later quantifying, the extent to which cities and citizens overshoot their resource boundaries. Borrowing from the concept of ecological footprints and expanding on Mackay’s principles, several research teams currently propose new methods for estimating chemical footprints to situate anthropogenic pollution vis-à-vis the Earth’s safe boundaries. They argue for defining the chemical footprint as a dilution requirement necessary to maintain safe concentrations, rejuvenating the adage that ‘the solution to pollution is dilution’. Chemical footprinting uses chemical emissions and fugacity-based modeling, together with ecotoxicological data and mixture modeling to predict chemical impacts in relation to boundaries established to prevent ecological damage. Chemical footprints are expressed as ratios of required to available water volumes within defined geographic areas: ratios below and above unity reflect safe versus unsafe dilution space for emitted chemicals. Empirical evaluation of the chemical footprints using case studies show that the footprints capture observed trends. We propose that chemical footprinting can be used to assess the ‘safe operating space’ needed to dilute chemical pollution.

Ecological thresholds and boundaries of chemical pollution?

The literature on the safe operating space with respect to chemical pollution discusses safe boundaries (B) and natural thresholds (T) beyond which ecosystems collapse (Figure 1). Stressor interactions and other numerous unknowns imply that B must lower than T to remain safe, but both are difficult to define. Mulder et al. (5) recently quantified concrete thresholds and real
vulnerabilities for 18 near-pristine rivers using food-web modeling, from which we derive several insights (Figure 1). One: different locations harbor different food webs. Two: food-web resilience to chemicals differs, implying web-specific and trait-mediated T’s. Three: when T’s are exceeded, distinct collapse trajectories imply different vulnerabilities (V). Four: effects caused if a stressor acts randomly across the food web are different from those occurring when only a single trophic level is affected. For example, herbicides cause different responses than neurotoxic or narcotic compounds, as reflected in the shifted T’s and V’s. *Ecological analyses help to locate natural thresholds and allow for establishing safe pollution boundaries.*

**Challenges remain!**

Ecological analyses solve some, but not all challenges. Many unanswered questions remain. How can we use ecological studies to derive predictive thresholds related to collapse? How can we locate ecological thresholds of chemical pollution that account for multiple stressors? What distance should separate B and T to remain safe and is this distance ecosystem specific? Next, ecology teaches that some species have key ecosystem functions, making us aware of cascading effects. Does this imply that we should derive chemical footprints for key species like pollinators? And because we are dealing with a global phenomenon, how do we aggregate local information into a global safe operating space, acknowledging that both chemical exposures and environmental thresholds vary geographically? Other challenges lie ahead as well. While methods of chemical footprinting have been proposed, data are always needed to make them operational. However, data on emissions, environmental characteristics and fate processes, and chemical-specific, as well as mixture ecotoxicity are often insufficient, particularly in poorly studied regions. *Environmental science has reached a level of maturity that enables expression*
and quantification of chemical footprints. However, relating footprints to planetary boundaries needs data or, more importantly, ways to surmount data gaps and needs interdisciplinary bridging between chemical and ecological concepts.

Proceed while developing

*Silent Spring* has not yet led to an impact-free ‘Summer’. To help us reach such a ‘Summer’, we suggest footprinting be used to convey the urgency of, and act on environmental overshoot. The footprint as an indicator is readily understood and used, as seen by its expansion from land to carbon and water. Building on this concept, the chemical footprint employs well-developed environmental science and related tools, to express the proximity of an ecosystem to established boundaries. *A chemical footprint summarizes complex information that can be used by citizens, educators and regulators to foster the sustainable use of chemicals and thereby steer us away from overshooting the Planetary Boundary for chemical pollution.*
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Figure 1: Emissions result in footprints for different systems. Ecological studies (upper left) are needed to derive thresholds (T) and vulnerabilities (V) from disintegration trajectories. Boundaries (B) are defined to stay within the ‘safe operating space’. Background inspired by (2) and adapted by permission from Macmillan Publishers Ltd: Nature.
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